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THE LEGEND DETECTIVE 
Legends may be legends but they can hold the truth 

 

A time traveler I will be,  

would you care to come with me? 
 

 
 

A lonely section of the Roman fort wall at Birdoswald. 
 

From the Future to the past 
 

            It seems to be the vogue for scholars to write books on history at the point where this 

subject and science fiction merge.  I’m afraid I cannot myself subscribe to this.  Of course, I 

believe there are living creatures out there in the distant space, for we are living proof that this 

can happen.  I can even believe that some super creature could evolve and travel at the speed 

of light to our own tiny planet.  What I can’t believe is, that they came and went without leaving 

behind any visible sign of their visit.  All we have is what archaeologists can show as the natural 
progress of evolution. 

           So, no, I don’t believe that the Egyptians, the Mayas cum Aztec, or the Incas evolved  

from some super race which some have associated with the mysterious Atlanteans.  As 

Professor John Roper has said, for this to happen, the Atlanteans, if what is suggested that 

Atlantis was in the middle of the Atlantic, had first to cross east to Egypt, then take two 

thousand years for the Atlanteans now Egyptians to take this so called common culture all the 

way west to Mexico.   
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            The truth of it seems to me quite simple:  if one culture can develop an idea, why can’t 

another? Why should it not be the case that two distinct and separate peoples independently 

develop the pyramid?  Especially as there was a common denominator – namely that all 

encompassing sun.  Everyone must have looked at the sun at some time, and wondered.  The 

sun takes its message around the world not in a thousand years but in 24 hours, and has done 

this every day for billions of years. So, it is easy to imagine every type of people trying to find 

a way of getting at it. 

        Yet in saying all this I have two little snippets of puzzling information, which could 

quite easily verge on the science fiction scene.  As I have already mentioned, I have done my 

travelling into Peru in search of the Incas.  I have seen the way they cut their stone.  No gaps, 

not even room to slip a credit card between the slabs, and not a grain of cement to fuse them.  

Yet in many cases the stones or boulders had been shaped to many facets and angles in order 

to accommodate the stones abutting them.  These must have been worked time and again in 

order to achieve the perfect fit.  Even more puzzling, they would cut row after row of stones, 

all identical in shape, then for no apparent reason, get a large boulder and make these rows fit 

into it.  The most famous stone is in Cuzco which has some thirty single angles for these other 

stones to fit into. One mistake and you have to start again.  Whatever else they were famous 

for, of which gold and silver appear top of the list, we should not forget their stonework, a 

miracle of craftsmanship which has long since died out.  Had I ever seen work like it? Well, 

yes – and the puzzle was, where it was, and why it was. 

        I was walking along Hadrian’s wall and had arrived at Birdoswald, once a great military 

fort on the northernmost limits of the Roman empire.  I wasn’t looking at anything particular, 

and was more intent on breathing in the very atmosphere of the place, trying to get some idea 

of what it must have been like when new, and the legions keen and unconquerable.  I could 

quite visualise that time when Rome finally lost its communications with this wild frontier.  I 

could understand the confusion of the soldiers who were stationed here, when supplies and the 

pay chest creased to arrive.  I could almost see them take matters into their own hands, as some 

set off to find their homeland, while others turned to tilling the soil or brigandage.   

Now as Shakespeare would say, ’Upon your imaginary forces play’. Discipline didn’t 

immediately collapse. Soldiers would have turned out for parade, obeyed their trusty 

Centurions and obeyed their commands but for how long. How long before they had to think 

anew, as if no money then no food deliveries. How long did it take before patrols went out into 

the north, into land outside the empire into Caledonia, that is now Scotland.  And how strange 

that history shows a new sort of people emerging, the Moss Raiders, the Border Reivers.  

            As time and generations went by, it became the norm for these people to raid into 

both Scotland and England. They stole cattle from one, selling to the other, then stealing them 

back again. They kidnapped and robbed, owing allegiance to neither side. Infact it wasn’t 

until James the sixth of Scotland who became James the first of England that these people 

were contained under one law.   

            But how interesting that the lands of the Reivers, followed the exact line of Hadrian’s 

Wall.  Could these people be the remnants of those soldiers that once maned this frontier of 

Rome. 

I reviewed this ancient wall, built the same as all the stone walls, from one end of the 

Roman empire to the other.  Nice, rough cut stones as facing masonry, about nine inches by 

nine, with a good dollop of cement around and between – the sort of craftsmanship that can be 

seen in the wall of Roman London.   

           Then I stopped, for there on the west gate (or it could have been the east gate), right 

down in the bottom courses, were five lines of masonry.  Now where had I seen that before?  

Dear me, if it wasn’t in Peru?  The stones were all dressed and smooth.  They’d been cut to fit 

into other stones, which had been cut to fit into them.  There was not a grain of cement in these 
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two rows, which were about fifteen feet long.  Of course, I took out my credit card, and applied 

the final test – and, no I couldn’t slip it in anywhere.  As for cutting these angles, there was no 

rhyme or reason to do it.  The whole thing could have been put up quicker if they had just 

lopped off the odd angles of stone to make a rough square.         

        As for cement, this was evident in the stonework before these stones were laid, and 

even to the left and right and on the courses above.  So, whoever it was who laid these stones 

had done so as a sampler, and because it must have been time consuming, he was obviously 

taken off the job.  To add to my mystery there was a plaque stating that these two courses were 

the finest stonework to be found on the entire wall.  So where in heaven’s name did our 

stonemason come from?  If he was that good, he’d never have been a legionnaire.  He’d have 

been a sculptor and because it was so low down, it wasn’t a repair but part of the original 

building programme.  My mind kept going back to my Incas, or the possibility of one of these 

guys turning up in northern Britain in about AD120.   

            If so, Somebody or some Alien would have had to abduct him from the Andes of Peru 

c1450 AD and transport him back in time by 1,330 years, and drop him off down in Britain on 

Hadrians wall.  Impossible, I hear you say – and I agree with you entirely – though there is still 

that but!   Oh, and by the way, if you go into Birdoswald’s shop and say, doesn’t that stonework 

look Inca, they will say it does and they say it does because it was me that told them so.  

            For good measures, there is also another but.  Most of us have heard of the Nasca lines 

in Peru.  These are straight lines running from horizon to horizon.  They take the shape of 

animals and insects, but can only be seen and fully understood from the air.  The big question 

has always been, why draw something out that can’t be seen by the people on the ground who 

make them?  A complete mystery – yet to make matters worse we in Britain have exactly the 

same problem, which no one has mentioned before, the White Horse of Uffington, on the 

Ridgeway, can only be fully viewed aerially, which is evident from every photo or postcard, 

as being taken from the air.  Scholars are pleased to show it us, stating here is a tribal boundary 

marker for all the neighbouring tribes to see and to keep out, then promptly pop in an aeroplane 

and show you it from the air.  
 

 
The ancient White Horse of Uffington 

 
 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=jU0Z378b&id=7D1A62E7A092FE1ACD7C62942EF5DDAC82B92E40&thid=OIP.jU0Z378bSEf_TzvV0ClxTgFNC7&q=uffington+white+horse&simid=608015629854051049&selectedIndex=8&qpvt=uffington+white+horse
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If you walk along the glorious Ridgeway, it’s difficult to see other than a few bare patches.  

You can walk down the hill to the road below, and you’ll see more of it, even to the extent of 

discerning the shape of the hind quarters of the Celtic horse – but you can’t see the whole unless 

you have wings.   

            So, there you are – and as Herodotus would say, I don’t believe it but you can if you 

will.   
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